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/CCP against levying
capacity tax

By Kalbe Ali

ISLAMABAD,Sept 4: The
Competition Commission of
Pakistan (CCP) has issued a
policy note to the government
against imposition of 'capaci-
ty tax' on beverage industry,
terming it discriminatory for
the small and local industry.

The commission noted that
the levy based on installed
capacity results in imposition
of a fixed tax on manufactur-
ing units, but the level of actu-
al production can vary, thus
the tax discriminates against
smaller manufacturers, and
also results in a number of
competition concerns.

CCP acting chairman Dr
Joseph Wilson took notice of
concerns by the beverages
industry on imposition of
Federal Excise Duty (FED)
and Sales Tax on
productionJinstalled capacity
instead of actual sales.

The tax imposed through
SRO No. 649(1)/2013 (July 9,
2013), said that factories hav-
ing foreign or mix of foreign
and local origin filling
machines have to pay Rs4.70
million, factories exclusively
having local origin filling
machines to pay Rs3.76m and
factories having filling
machines with less than 40
filling valves have to pay
Rs1.175m.

Expressing concern over
the fallout of the tax, the CCP
traced the historic perspec-
tive of capacity tax, which
was introduced in the first
Nawaz Sharif-led government
in 1991.

HoweveJ;the following gov-
ernment withdrew it in 1994
on the grounds that it had
become a major reason for
bankruptcy and closure of
many local beverages, as
around 15 local beverage
plants had ceased operations.

The CCP noted that capac-
ity tax results in gains for
large scale manufacturers,
who hold a major share in the
market, use high speed
fillers, and produce at higher
rates of capacity utilisation
(up to 80-100pc).

On the other hand, small
manufacturers who have less
demand in the market and
are producing less than half
of its production capacity will
also have to pay the same
fixed rate of tax.

"The fixed rate of tax
would indirectly reduce tax
burden of large manufactur-
ers and shift it towards small
manufacturers," the CCP said.

"This imbalance of tax
imposition is anti-competi-
tive, as it puts small competi-
tors at a cost disadvantage,
resulting in unfair competi-
tion, and eventually could

squeeze the small competi-
tors out of the market."

The CCP noted that the
division of manufacturers
into different categories was
also unreasonable, as the tax
slab jumps from Rs1.17m to
Rs3.7m if the number of
valves goes up from 39 to 40.

"This raise in tax is expo-
nential and would only
encourage fixing capacity at
39 valves," the CCP added.

Besides, the CCP has high- I
lighted that the Capacity Tax
regime creates barriers to
entry and exit.

Under the given tax slabs,
a potential competitor will be
reluctan! to increase capaci-
ty, as this would result in a
higher incidence of tax in the
earlier years of the usage of
the machinery, when it is typ- I
ically utili sed below full
capacity.

"It will be difficult for any
new competitor to compete
with the larger manufactur-
ers who have a stronghold in
the market and take the ben-
efit of cost advantage that is
economies of scale."

"But once the smaller man-
uf~ctW'ers are driven out of
the market, competition will
be reduced for big players."

This would eventually have
a negative impact on national
economy and limit choices fo .
consmners.
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Capacity tax puts small beverage
mal<ersat disadvantage
Anti-trust body
recommends
withdrawal of
discriminatory tax

\ ;; OUR CORRESPONDENT
I ISLAMABAD ---

Amid repons of famous bever-
age brands fizzling out after
levy of capaciry rax, the anti-
trust watchdog has advised
the government to withdraw
the tax, said to have been im-
posed to curb evasion by the
beverages industry.

The Competition
Commission of Pakistan took
notice of repons published in
TheExpress Tribune that high-
lighted the concerns of the
beverages industry following
the FederalBoardofRevenue's
decision to charge federal ex-
ciseduty (FED)and sales tax on
production and installed capac-
ity instead of actual sales.

The commission noted that
the levybased on installed ca-
paciry translates into a fixed
tax on manufacturing units

with varying levels of actual
production and thus discrimi-
nates against small manufac-
turets. This also results in a
number of competition con-
cerns, it observed.

According to the Statutory
Regulatory Order, factories
having foreign or mix of for-
eign and local origin filling
machines will pay Rs4.7 mil-
lion capacity tax, factories
exclusively having local ori-
gin filling machines will pay
Rs3-7 million and factories
having filling machines with
less than 40 filling valves will
pay Rs1.2million.

The commission noted that
the capadry tax, introduced in
1991and withdrawn in 1994,
had become a major reason for
bankruptcy and closing down
of many local competitors,
as atound 15beverage plants
had ceased operations in this
period.

Today,production in the bev-
erages industry is confined to
a few cities ie Lahore, Multan,
Lala Musa and other areas,

Rs3.7m
is the added capacity tax
leviedwhen the number of
valvesgoes up from 39 to 40

and it is not viable for them
to reach out and market their
products all over Pakistan.

"The commission believes
that capacity tax results in
gains for large-scale manufac-
turers, who hold a major share
in the market, use high speed
fillers and produce at higher
rates of capacity utilisation
(up to 80%-100%). On the other
hand, a small manufacturer
who has less demand in the
market and is producing less
than half of its production ca-
pacity will also have to pay the
same flXedrate of tax."

Therefore, a flXedrate of tax
would reduce the tax burden
of large manufacturers and
increase it for small manu-

facturers. "This imbalance
of tax imposition is anti-
competiti ve, as it puts small
competitors at a cost disadvan-
tage, resulting in unfair com-
petition, and eventually could
squeeze the small competitors
out of the market."

Furthermore, the division
of manufacturers into differ-
em categories also seems to be
unreasonable, as the tax slab
jumps from Rs1.17million to
Rs3.7million if the number of
valves goes up ftom 39 to 40.
This increase in tax is expo-
nential and will only encour-
age flXingcapadry at 39valves.

Moreover, the capadty tax re-
gime cr~ates barriers to entry
and exit. Under the given tax
slabs, a potential competitor
will be reluctant to· increase
capacity, as this will result in
a higher incidence of tax in
the earlier years of the usage of
machinery, when it is typically
utilised below full capaciry.

Even otherwise, it would
be difficult for any new com-
petitor to compete with large

manufacturers who have a
strong hold on the market
and take the benefit of cost
advantage (economies of scale)
under capaciry tax.

Not only this, even if any
existing manufacturer in-
tends to expand production,
tax slabs given in the SRO
will curtail machinery invest-
ment, said the CCP.The cur-
rem situation is unlikely to
yield higher revenue to the
government.

Moreover, the capacity tax
regime makes exit from the
market also difficult. All those
manufacturers who are not
able to compete will have no
buyer in the market for their
plants and machinery.

The commission noted that
capacity tax is a regressive
way of revenue collection and
gives unfair and unnecessary
competitive cost advantage
to those manufacturers who
have high rate of capacity
utilisation over those who are
not able to fully utilise their
installed capaciry.
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Beverage industry

CCP issue~policy note to FBR against 'capacity tax'
HECOHOER HEI'OHT

ISLAMABAD: The Competition
Commission of Pakistan (CCP) has issued
a policy note to the Federal Board of
Revenue (FBR) against the 'capacity tax'
011 beverages industry with the recommen-
dation 10 withdraw the imposition of fixed
tax levied on the basis of manufaelllring
unit's productive capacity.

The CCP has issued a policy no[e 10 the
FBR here on Wednesday in this connee-
tioll.

The CCP said that soon aner Dr. Joseph
\\ll1sol1 {;.l"'ln~ ehdr!.!c <.1$Actin\.!, Chairman,
the CCP bec;me fu';,clional ag;in and took
notice of \"(.Iriolls news items r;Jisilll.!con-
cerns by the bc\'crJge industry ~n the
imposition of Federal Excise Duty (FED)
and S"les 1'",. \ Ide notiflcalion SRO No.
64<)(1)/201.1 dated <)IhJuly. 2013 on pro-
duction/installed capacity instead of actual
sales.

As per [he SRO, factories having foreign
or 1111\ of fOITlgn and local origin filling
machines ha\ e 10 pay Rs4.700,OOO. "'eto-
rlCS c\clusi\ cly having local origin filling
m"chines 10 pay Rs3.760.000, and faelo-
nC$ h~l\ ill~ fi llille. ll1<.lchillCS \l" ith less than
40 lilling ~al\'Cs have to 'pay Rs 1.175,000.

The Commission noted that the levy
based on the installed capacity results in
imposition of a fixed tax on manufacturing
unils with varying levels of aClllal produc-
tion and thus, discriminates against the
smaller manufacturers. This also results in
a number of competition concerns.

The Commission noted that the Capacity
Tax, which was inlrodueed in 1991, and
la[er withdrawn in 1994, had become a
major reaso~ for bankruptcy and closing
down of many local competitors, as around
fifteen local beverage planls had ceased
operations. Today, production in the bever-
age industry is confined to a few cities, i.e.,
Lahore, Mullan, Lala Musa and other
arcas, and it is not viable for [hem 10 reach
out and market their products allover
Pakistan.

The Commission believes thai 'Capaeity
Tax' results in gains for large scale manu·
faclUrers, who hold a major share in the
market, use high speed fillers, and produce
a, higher rates or capacJlY utilisation (up 10

80-100 perccnt). On Ihe nther hand, a
small manufacturer \I ho has less demand
in the market and IS producing less Ihan
half of ils production capacity will also
have 10 pay the same fi'ed rate of tax.

Therefore, a fixed rate of tax would reduce
the lax burden of large manufaclurers and
increase it for small manufacturers. This
imbalance of tax imposition is anti-com-
petitive, as it puts small competitors at a
COSIdisadvantage, resulting in unfair com-
petition, and eventually could squeeLe the
small competitors out of the market.

'Furthermore, the division of manufactur-
ers into differen'l categories also seems to
be unreasonable, as the tax slab jumps
from Rs 1.17 million to Rs 3.7 million if
the number of valves goes up from 39 to
40. This raise in tax is exponential and
would only encourage fixing capacity at 39
valves.

Moreover. the 'Capacity Tax' regime
creates barriers to entry alld exit. Under the
gi\ en lax slabs, a potential competitor will
be reluclant to increase capacity, as this
would result in a higher incidence of tax in
the carl ier years of the usage of the
machinery, \lhen it is typically ulilised
bclo\l full capacity. Even otherwise. it
\I auld be difficult for any new competJlor
to compete \\ ill, the larger manufacturers
who have a stronghold in the market and
take the benefit of cost advantage
(economics of scale) under the 'Capacity

Tax'. Not only this, even if any existing
manufaclUrer intends to expand its produc-
tion, lax slabs given in Ihe SRO will cunail
machinery investment. .

The currenl situation is unlikely to yield
higher revenue 10 the government.
Moreover, the 'Capacity Tax' regime
makes the exit from the market also diffi-
cult. All those manufacturers who arc not
able to compete will have no buyer in Ihe
markets for their plants/maChinery.

Finally, once the smaller manufacturers
arc driven out of the market, competition
will be reduced, and the consumers will be
left with limited choices. Also, low profile
brands having a small market share help in
creating choice in favour of the consumer.
These brands cannOt sell at the same price
as the high profile brands, but they do
compel a high profile brand to maintain a
proportionate price, otherwise il would
stan losing markel share.

The Co~"mission noted Ihat 'CapacilY
Tax· is a rcgrcssi\c way of revenue collec-
tion and givcs unfair ::md unncccssary
CO!l,petitivc cost ndvantagc to those manu-
facturers \I ho have high rale of capacity
utilization over Ihose who have less
demand in market and arc not able 10 fully

utilise their installed capacity. Such a dis-
criminatory tax regime stilles competition
in the beverage industry, and as a result,
small local manufacturers will be forced 10

close dow because they will no longer be
able 10 collpete in a ta, environment that
overwhel'llingly favours large manufactur-
ers. This ~ against the nation's professed
aim of building and growing businesses
and encouraging investment.

The Commission"s mandate includes
ensuring free competition in all spheres of
commercial and economic aCli\'ity and to
enhance economic efficiency. Section 29 of
the Act stipulales Iha\ the Commission shall
promote competition by, inter alia, review-
ing polioy frameworks for fostering compe-
tition and making suitable recolllmcndation
to the feder<.llgo\7emment or provincial go\'-
ernments 10 amend anv Ia\l [hat affects
competition in Pakistan, ecl' added.

When cOlllaeted, sources e,plained thai
aerated \I 'Iter is a solution of carbonic acid
in \laler, and this lerm is frequently
applied to carbonated drinks. Clilrently,
there arc approximatcly 12 manufacturers
111 the country producing ~lndcompeting in
the markel of aerated drinks which arc sub-
jccIIO the 'Capacity Tax'. There arc a lotal

of 7,000 filling valves which arc Ihe basis
for determination of production capacity of
the industry for the purpose of 'CapaeilY
Tax', out of which currently (year 2013-
14), around 1,000 valves arc being used by
10 local manufacturers and valves arc
being used by two international brands,
while the remaining valves are not func-
tional anymore, after the imposition of
'Capacity Tax', they added.

Sources funher said that a review of Ihe
industry revealed thai the capacity of
valves cannot be quantified in one simple
figure for all machines. Older machines
producing 04 bonles per minute cannot be
clubbed with machines with hi-Iech turbo
fillers producing 09 bOllles per minute
Similarly, a plant working with one shift
will be taxed at the same rate as a plant
working with two or three shifts. In addi-
tion, ihe supply of elcctricity and gas being
shan and not available throughout the day
makes the calculation of ta.~ on capacity
basis erroneous. The demand of be\ erages
in Pakistan is cyclical in n"ture ,,~,d
depends on the weather. So;', drinks arc
more in delll:lnd ill summer than in wintcr;
thus, imposing the same tax throughout the
) car is not without problems. thc) added.
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Govt urged to
withdraw capacity tax

ISLA.l\iABAD:The Competition Commission of
Pakistan (CCP) has urged the government to
withdraw the capacity tax imposed on the bev-
erage industry.

In a policy note issued to the government,
the CCP stated the levy based on the installed
capacity results in the imposition of a fixed tax
on manufactjirirtgcunitswith varying.>levels'of ac-
tual ~todil'Ctiori and' thus;ifdiscriminiites against
the sittalh~r'manui'actillers:' . i ,:. 1. •

It added the capacity tax - which was intro-
I duced in 1991 and later withdrawn in 1994 - has
become a major reason for bankruptcy and
c1osedown of many local competitors; around 15

, local beverage plants had ceased operations.
According to the CCp' the production in the

beverage industry is confined to only a few
I cities including Lahore, Multan, Lala Musa and
others. It is not viable for them to market their

, products all over Pakistan, it noted.
I Soon after Dr. Joseph Wilson taking charge
t as acting chairman, the CCP becanle functional
again and took notice of various news items
raising concerns by tile beverage industry on th~
imposition of federal excise duty and Sales tax,
vide notification SRO No. 649(1)/2013 dated 9
July, 2013, on production/installed capacity in-
stead of actual sales.

As per the SRO, factories having foreign or
mix of foreign and local origin filling machines
have to pay Rs4.7 million, factories exclusively
ha0.ng local origin filling machines to pay Rs3.7
million, and factories having filling machines
with less than 40 filling valves have to pay
Rs1.17 million.

The commission believes that the capacity
tax results in gains for large scale manufactur-
ers, who hold a major share in the market, use
high speed fillers, and produce at higher rates of
capacity utilization (up to 80 to 100 percent).

A small manufacturer - who has less demand
in the market and is producing less than half of
its production capacity - will also have to pay
the same flXed rate of tax. Therefore, a fixed tax
rate would reduce the tax burden of large man-
ufacturers and increase it for small manufactur-
ers.

This imbalance of tax imposition is anti-com-
petitive, said the policy note, adding as it puts

small competitors at a cost disadvantage, re-
sulting in unfair competition, and that eventually
could squeeze the small competitors out of the
market.

Furthermore, the division of manufacturers
into different categories also seems to be unrea-
sonable, as the tax slab jumps from Rs1.17 mil-
lion to Rs3!7million if the numoer.of valves goes
up from 29 to 40. This tax hike .is exponential
and would'only encourage fixing of capacity at
39 valves.

Moreover, the commission maintained the
capacity tax regime creates barriers to entry and
exit.

Under the given tax slabs, a potential com-
petitor will be reluctant to increase capacity
since this would result in a higher incidence of
tax in the earlier years of the usage of the ma-
chinery, when it is typically utilised below full
capacity. •

Even otherwise, it would be difficult for any
new competitor to compete with the larger man-
ufacturers who have a stronghold in the market
and take the benefit of cost advantage
(economies of scale) under the said tax.

Not only this, even if any existing manufac-
turer intends to expand its production, tax slabs
given in the SRO will curtail machinery invest-
ment, it said. The current situation is unlikely to
yield higher revenue to the government. More-
over, the Lax makes the exit from the market
also difficult. All those manufacturers who are
not able to compete will have no buyer in the
markets for their plants/machinery.

Finally, once the smaller manufacturers are
driven out of the market, competition will be re-
duced, and the consumers will be left with lim-
ited choices.

Also, low profile brands having a small mar-
ket share help in creating choice in favour of the
consumer. These brands cannot be sold at the
same price as the high profile brands, but they
do compel a high profile brand to maintain a
proportionate price, otherwise it would staIt los-
ing market share. The commission noted that
the capacity tax is a regressive way of revenue
collection, saying such a discriminatory tax
regime stifles competition in the beverage in-
dustry. -Mehtab Haider
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Call to remove imposition of capacity tax on beverage industry
ISLAMABAD-The Competi-
tion Commission of Pakistan
(CCP) has issued a Policy
Note to the govcrnment rec-
ommending it to withdraw
the imposition of 'capacity
tax' on the beverage indus-
try. Soon after Dr. Joseph
Wilson taking charge as
Acting Chairman, the CCP
became functional again and
took notice of various news
items raising concerns by
the beverage industry on
the imposition of Federal
Excise Duty (FED) and Sales
Tax, vide notification SRO
No. 649(1)12013 dated 9th
July, 2013 on production/in-

stalled capacity instead of
actual sales. ,~

As per the S~j), factories
having foreign or mix of for-
eign and local origin filling
machines have to pay PKR
4,700,000, factories exclu-
sively having local origin till-
ing machines to pay PKR
3,760,000, and factories hav-
ing tilling machines with less
than 40 tilling valves have to
pay PKR 1,175,000.

The Commission noted
that the levy based on the
installed capacity results in
imposition of a fixed tax on
manufacturing units with
varying levels of actual pro-
duction and thus, discrimi-
nates against the smalle~

manufacturers. This also re-
sults in a numbcr of competi-
tion concerns.

The Commission noted
that the Capacity Tax, which
was introduced in J 991, and
later withdrawn in J 994, had
become a major reason for
bankruptcy alld closing
down of many local competi-
tors, as around fifteen local
beverage plants had ceased
operations. Today, produc-
tion in the beverage indus-
try is confined to a few cit-
ies, i.e., Lahore, Multan, Lala
Musa and other areas, and it
is not viable for them to reach
out and market their prod-
ucts allover Pakistan.

The Commission be-

lieves that Capacity Tax re- competitors at a cost disad-
suits in gains for large scale vantage, resulting in unfair
manufacturers, who hold a competition, and eventually
major share in the market, could squeeze the small
use high speed fillers, and competitors out of the mar-
produce at higher rates of ket.
capacity utilization (up to 80- Furthermore, the division
J 00 per cent). On the other of manufacturers into differ-
hand, a small manufacturer ent categories also seems to
who has less demand in the be unreasonable, as the tax
market and is producing less slab jumps from PKR 1.17 mil-
than half of its production lion to PKR3.7 million if the
capacity will also have to number of valves goes up
pay the same fixed rate of from 39 to 40. This raise in
tax. Therefore, a fixed rate of tax is exponential and would
tax would reduce the tax bur- only encourage fixing capac-
den of large manufacturers ity at 39 valves.
and increase it for small Moreover, the Capacity
manufacturers. This imbal- Tax regime creates barriers to
ance of tax imposition is anti- entry and exit. Under the
competitive, as it puts small given tax slabs, a potential

competitor wi II be reluctant ery investment. The current
to increase capacity, as this situation is unlikely to yield
would result in a higher in- higher revenue to the gov-
cidence of tax in the earlier emment. Moreover, the Ca-
years of the usage of the pacity Tax regime makes the
machinery, when it is typi- exit from the market also dif-
cally utilized below full ca- ticult. All those manufactur-
pacity. ers who are not able to com-

Even otherwise. it would pete will have no buyer in
be difficult for any new com- the markets for their plantsl
petitor to compete with the machinery.
larger manufacturers who Finally, once the smaller
have a stronghold in the mar- manufacturers are driven
ket and take the benefit of out of the market, competi-
cost advantage (economies tion wi II be reduced, and
of scale) under the Capacity the consumers will be left
Tax. Not only this, even if with limited choices. Also,
any existing manufacturer low profile brands having
intends to expand its pro- a small market share help
duct ion, tax slabs given in in creating choice in favor
the SRO will curtail machin- of the consumer.
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CCP asks govt to withdraw 'capacity tax'
ISLAMABAD: The Competition
Commission of Pakistan (CCP) has issued a
policy note to the government
recommending it to withdraw the imposition
of 'capacity tax' on the beverage industry.

Soon after Dr Joseph Wilson took
charge as acting chairman, the CCP
became functional again and took
notice of various news items raising
concerns by Ihe beverage industry on
the imposition of Federal Excise Duty
(FED) and sales tax, vide notification
SRO No 649(1)/2013 dated July 9, 20/3
on production and installed capacity
instead of actual sales.

As per the SRO, factories having
foreign or mix of foreign and local origin
filling machines have 10 pay Rs 4.7
million, factories exclusively having local
origin filling machines 10 p>tyRs 3.7
million, and factories having filling
machines with less than 40 filling valves
have 10 pay Rs 1.17 million.

The commission noted that the levy
based on the installed capacity results in
imposition of a fixed tax on
manufacturing units with varying levels
of actual production and thus,.
discriminates against the smaller

manufacturers. This also results in a
number of competition concerns.

The commission noted that the
capacity tax, which was introduced in

. 1991, and later withdrawn in 1994, had
become a major reason for bankruptcy
and closing down of many local
competitors, as around 15 local beverage
plants had ceased operations. Today,
production in the beverage industry is
confined to a few cities, like, Lahore,
Multan, Lala Musa and other areas, and it
is not viable for them to reach out and
market their products all over Pakistan.

The commission believes that capacity
tax results in gains for large scale
manufacturers, who hold a major share in
the market, use high speed fillers, and
produce at higher rates of capacity
utilisation (up to 80-100 percent). On the
other hand, a small manufacturer who has
less demand in the market and is
producing less than half of its production
capacity will also have to pay the same
fixed rate of ta.x. Therefore, a fixed rate of
tax would reduce the tax burden of large
manufacturers and increase it for small
manufacturers. This imbalance of tax
imposition is anti-competitive, as it puts
small competitors at a cost disadvantage,
resulting in unfair competition, and

eventually could squeeze the small
competitors out of the market.

Furthermore, the division of
manufacturers into different categories also
seems to be unreasonable, as the lax slab
jumps from Rs 1.17million to Rs 3.7 million if
the number of valvesgoes up from 39 to 40.
This raise in lax is exponential and would only
encourage flxing capacity at 39 valves.

Moreover, the capacity tax regime
creates barriers to entry and exit. Under
the given tax slabs, a potential competitor
will be reluclant to increase capacity, as
this would result in a higher incidence of

tax in the earlier years of the usage of the
machinery, when it is typically utilised
below full capacity. Even otherwis~, it
would be difficult for any new competitor
to compete with the larger manufacturers
who have a stronghold in the market and
take the benefit of cost advantage
(economics of scale) under the capacity
tax. Not only this, even if any existing
manufacturer intends to expand ils
production, tax slabs given in the SRO
will curtail machinery investment. The
current situation is unlikely to yield
higher revenue to the government.
Moreover, the capacity tax regime makes
the exit from the market also difficult. All
those manufacturers who are not able to
compele will have no buyer in the
markets for their plants and machinery.

Finally, once the smaller
manufacturers are driven out of the
market, competition will be reduced, and
the consumers will be left with limited
choices. Also, low profile brands having a
small market share help in creating
choice in favour of the consumer. These
brands cannol sell at the same price as
the high profile brands, but they do
compel a high profile brand to maintain
a proportionate price, otherwise it would
start losing market share.

The commission noted that capacity
tax is a regressive way of revenue
collection and gives unfair and
unnecessary competitive cost advantage
to those manufacturers who have high
rate of capacity utilisation over those
who have less demand in market and
are not able to fully utilise their
installed capacity. Such a discriminatory
tax regime stifles competition in the
beverage industry, and as a result, small
local manufacturers will be forced to
close down because they will no longer
be able to compete in a tax environment
that overwhelmingly favors large
manufacturers. This is against Ihe
nation's professed aim of building and
growing bnsinesses and encouraging
investment.

The commission's mandate includes
ensuring free competition in all spheres
of commercial and economic activity and
to enhance economic efficiency. Section
29 of the Act stipulates that the
commission shall promote competition
by, inter alia, reviewing policy •
frameworks for fostering competition
and making suitable recommendation to
the federal government or provincial
governments to amend any law Ihat
affecls competition in Pakistan.
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withdrawal of
'capacity tax'
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OUR STAFF REPORTER

The CCPhas issued a policy note to the gov-
ernment recommending it to withdraw the
imposition of' capacity tax' on the bever-
age industry.

Soon after Dr Joseph Wilson taking
charge as Acting Chairman, the CCP be-
came functional again and took notice of
various news items raising concerns by the
beverage industry on the imposition of FED
and ST, vide notification SRO No.
649(1)/2013 dated 9th July;2013 on pro-
duction/ installed capacity instead of ac-
tual sales. As per the SRO,factories having
foreign or mix of foreign and local origin
filling machines have to pay Rs 4,700,000,
factoFies exclusively having local origin fill-
ing machines to pay Rs 3,760,000, and fac-
tories having fillingmachines with less than
40 fiIlingvalves have to pay Rs 1,175,000.

The Commission noted that the levy
based on the installed capacity results in
imposition of a fixed tax on manufacturing
units with varying levels of actual pro-
duction and thus, discriminates against the
smaller manufacturers. This also results in
a number of competition concerns.

The Commission noted that the Capaci-
ty Tax, which was introduced in 1991, and
later withdrawn in 1994, had become a ma-
jor. reason for bankruptcy and closing
down of many local competitors, as around
fifteen local beverage plants had ceased op-
erations. Today; production in the beverage
industry is confined to a few cities, Le.,La-
hore, Multan, LaIaMusa and other areas, and
it is not viable for them to reach out and
market their products all over Pakistan.
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CCPfor
withdrawing
'capacitv tax' on
beverage industrv
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The Competition Commission of Pakistan
(CCP) has issued a policy note to the
government recommending it to withdraw
the imposition of 'capacity tax' on the
beverage industry. Soon after Dr Joseph
Wilson took charge as an acting chainnan,
the CCP became functional again and took
notice of various news items raising concerns
by the beverage industry on the imposition of
Federal Excise Duty (FED) and Sales Tax
vide notification SRO No. 649(1)12013 dated
9th July, 2013 on production/installed
capacity instead of actual sales. As per the
SRO, factories having foreign or mix of
foreign and local origin filling machines have
to pay PKR 4,700,000, factories exclusivcly
having local origin filling machines to pay
PKR 3,760,000, and factories having filling
machines with less than 40 filling valves
have to pay PKR 1,175,000. The commission
noted that the levy based on the installed
capacity results in imposition of a fixed tax
on manufacturing units with varying levels of
actual production and thus, discriminates
against the smaller manufacturers. This also
results in a number of competition concerns.
The commission noted that the capacity tax,
which was introduced in 1991, and later
withdrawn in 1994, had become a major
reason for bankruptcy and closing down of
many local competitors as around 15 local
beverage plants had ceased operations.
Today, production in the beverage industry
was confined to a few cities - Lahore,
Multan, Lala Musa and other areas - and it
was not viable for them to reach out and
market their products all over Pakistan. The
commission believes that the capacity tax
results in gains for large scale manufacturers,
who hoJd a major share in the market, use
high speed fillers, and produce at higher rates
of capacity utilization (up to 80-100 per
cent). On the other hand, a small
manufacturer who has less demand in the
market and is producing less than half of its
production capacity will also have to pay the
same fixed rate of tax. Therefore, a fixed rate
of tax would reduce the tax burden of large
manufacturers and increase it for small
manufacturers.
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